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Sponsoring of continuous medical education
Preliminary visa required by law

You take part to a scientific event? 
You receive hospitality from a pharmaceutical/medical devices company or an intermediary?

DON’T FORGET THE MDEON VISA!

Indirect 
sponsoring
Companies give 
a sponsorship 
(e.g. educational 
grants) to 
hospitals, medical 
societies or other 
third parties 
(= intermediaries) 
to support health-
care professionals 
participation 
to scientific 
events organized 
by healthcare 
professionals.

Direct 
sponsoring

Companies 
choose individual 

healthcare 
professionals 

and financially 
support their 
participation 

to scientific 
events organised 

by healthcare 
professionals or 

by companies.

MDEON VISA THE GuARANTEE OF AN ETHIcAl SpONSORSHIp!
Mdeon is a common ethical platform constituted of 26 associations of the healthcare sector. Healthcare professionals and the medicinal products and medical 
devices industry have joined forces as continuing training partners. They are involved in organising scientific events where healthcare professionals have the 
opportunity to keep abreast of trends in their profession. The industry extends hospitality to some healthcare professionals anxious to take part in these events. 

As the funding for some of these events is subject to a PRELIMINARY VISA by law, industry and healthcare professionals have joined forces to create the common 
ethical platform Mdeon, the primary aim of which is to guarantee the visa procedure through self-regulation and in a transparent manner. The visa number 

provided is a guarantee that the project sponsorship to organise or take part in a scientific event is consistent with the relevant legislation and ethics.

COMPANY
SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES

& HOSPITALS
COMPANY

Mdeon visa is legally required for:
hospitality offered directly to healthcare professionals

AND hospitality offered indirectly through a hospital or a scientific society
to take part to a scientific event taking place during several days. 

&Use the V1 visa application form for both types of sponsoring www.mdeon.be   

Training,
Scientific congres,

Course

Advisory board,
Scientific congres,

Investigator meeting,
Life surgery meeting
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